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The viability of low carbon energy technologies such as fuel
cells is crucially dependent on the fundamental advances in
the component materials.[1–4] Si- and Ge-based apatite com-
pounds are attracting considerable interest as new oxide-ion
conducting electrolytes for use in solid oxide fuel cells.
However, a complete understanding of their local structural
and conduction properties on the atomic scale is still lacking.
Here, we utilize a combined nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and computational approach to elucidate the defect
sites and conduction mechanisms in the novel apatite com-
pound La8Y2Ge6O27, which exhibits high oxide-ion conduc-
tivity and high oxygen excess. Through solid-state 17O NMR
and computer modeling studies we show that at ambient
temperature the interstitial oxide-ion defects are associated
with the Ge leading to the formation of five-coordinate Ge. In
addition, we show that oxide-ion migration occurs through
cooperative mechanisms involving the framework tetrahedra,
with evidence of a novel substitution-mediated conduction
mechanism, which facilitates oxide-ion transport despite the
lack of open conduction pathways. The results are therefore
of great significance in the search for new oxide-ion con-
ductors for clean energy applications, as well as being of
relevance to hydroxyapatite biomaterials.

Research on electrolytes for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)
has been dominated by oxide-ion vacancy conductors, in
particular fluorite or perovskite-type oxides.[1–4] In these
materials, the oxide-ion vacancies are introduced through
acceptor doping, which then allows oxide-ion conduction by a
conventional hopping mechanism through these vacancy
defects.

Despite the intense research on these systems, there is still
a need to develop new electrolytes with improved properties
to allow operation of SOFCs at intermediate temperatures
(500–700 8C). In this respect there has been interest in a range
of new structure classes showing high oxide-ion conduction,
including apatite-type silicates/germanates (La9.33+x(Si/
Ge)6O26+3x/2)

[5–21] and melilite-type La1+xSr1�xGa3O7+x/2.
[22] An

unusual feature of these systems is that rather than oxide-ion
vacancies being the conducting defects (as for conventional
fluorite and perovskite oxides), the conduction is mediated by
oxide ions located at interstitial sites. The clear demarcation
between interstitial ion conduction and conventional vacancy

conduction is emphasized by the fact that the introduction of
oxide-ion vacancies leads to lower rather than higher
conductivity in the apatite materials.[5]

The importance of interstitial oxide ions, however, has
made an understanding of the conduction mechanisms in
apatite materials difficult, since such defects are difficult to
locate precisely; they also lead to local distortions as indicated
by modelling studies,[13, 16, 19] and indirectly through the
observation of large atomic displacement parameters for the
oxygen sites in neutron diffraction studies.[7–9, 14,17, 18] Indeed,
the actual location of the interstitial site in the apatite systems
has attracted significant controversy.[5,13–20]

These apatite materials have the general formula,
A10�x(Si/Ge)6O26+y (A = rare earth/alkaline earth), and their
structures may be considered as composed of an A4�x(Si/
GeO4)6 framework, with the remaining A6O2 units occupying
the channels within this framework. The oxide-ion excess (y)
has been reported to be either between the oxygen sites at the
center of the channels, or associated with the frame-
work.[5,7, 13–20] One reason for these literature discrepancies is
the large local distortions around the interstitial site, making
determinations from diffraction studies difficult, as these
focus on the long-range average structure.

Herein, we present a comprehensive examination of the
location of the interstitial oxide-ion defects in apatite
germanates using techniques that provide a more local,
element specific probe to reveal environments on the
atomic scale. In particular we utilize a powerful approach
where atomistic simulation and density functional theory
(DFT) techniques are combined with 17O solid-state NMR
studies, which are the first of such NMR data acquired on
these apatite systems.

The key composition examined was La8Y2Ge6O27 as it
contains high oxide-ion excess and shows high oxide-ion
conductivity. Room-temperature cell parameters and atomic
positions obtained for La8Y2Ge6O27 from the Rietveld refine-
ment of diffraction data[17] were used to develop an atomistic
potential model, and provided the starting point for the DFT-
based calculations. The results indicated that the complex
structure was reproduced by the computational methods,
showing good agreement with the experimental data (see
Table S-1 in the Supporting Information).

For La8Y2Ge6O27, the location of the interstitial oxide-ion
site was first analyzed by DFT calculations. In the optimized
structures the incorporation of interstitial oxide ions (O5)
occurs preferentially between two GeO4 tetrahedra causing
local relaxation of the tetrahedra (Figure 1). In the relaxed
structure, the O5 interstitial is closer to one Ge (with a Ge�O
distance of 1.99 �). Hence the DFT calculations suggest that
on introduction of interstitial oxide ions the resulting species
is a GeO5 unit. This is in line with neutron diffraction
studies,[7] and recent local structure studies using pair
distribution function analysis[15] of related Ge-based apatite
compounds.

To provide experimental confirmation for the interstitial
site, 17O NMR data were collected for 17O-enriched
La8Y2Ge6O27. For comparison, data were also collected for
the samples La8YCaGe6O26.5 and La7.5Ca2.5Ge6O25.75: the
former contains half the interstitial oxide-ion content com-
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pared to La8Y2Ge6O27, while the latter contains no interstitial
oxide ions, but rather oxide-ion vacancies. As a result of the
lack of interstitial oxide ions in La7.5Ca2.5Ge6O25.75, the
conductivity is very low (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). The 17O enrichment strategy made use of the
ability of these apatite germanates to incorporate water at
temperatures < 500 8C.[9, 11] The samples were therefore first
treated hydrothermally in the presence of 17O-enriched water,
before subsequently heating at 700 8C in Ar to dry the sample
and ensure that equilibration had occurred.

The 17O nucleus has been demonstrated to be a very good
probe of the local structure of oxide materials because of its
large chemical shift range.[23–27] Despite the quadrupolar
nature of this nucleus (I = 5/2, Q =�25.6 mb)[25,26] the overall
size of the 17O quadrupole interaction (and resultant quadru-
pole coupling constants (CQ) see Table S2 and Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information) in these materials is sufficiently
small such that conventional magic angle spinning (MAS)
alone can be applied for resolution enhancement. Indeed,
high-resolution 17O NMR spectroscopy has been used suc-
cessfully to probe oxide-ion conductors such as Bi4V2O11-
based compounds.[27]

The 17O MAS NMR data of Figure 2a show that a single
resonance for La7.5Ca2.5Ge6O25.75 is observed at an apparent
(uncorrected) chemical shift (d) of around 170 ppm, consis-
tent with oxide ions within a GeO4 unit. In contrast, the
spectra for La8YCaGe6O26.5 and La8Y2Ge6O27 (Figure 2b, c,
respectively) demonstrated the presence of additional down-
field resonances at apparent chemical shifts around 280 and
370 ppm. The intensity increase of the resonance at a d

around 280 ppm in going from La8YCaGe6O26.5 to
La8Y2Ge6O27 suggests that this resonance represents the
presence of increasing interstitial oxide ions. However, the
relative intensity of this resonance appears too large to be
associated simply with isolated interstitial oxide ions. As

noted, the DFT modeling data from these systems proposes
the formation of an overall GeO5 unit (Figure 1c) rather than
isolated interstitial oxide ions being loosely associated with
GeO4 tetrahedra.

To support this assignment, the expected longer Ge�O
bond lengths for the GeO5 moiety (in comparison to the
predominant GeO4 counterparts) would induce increased
ionic character to the oxide bonding and thus result in a small
downfield shift from the increased deshielding. From this new
description the nominal stoichiometric formulae
La8YCaGe6O26.5 and La8Y2Ge6O27 can be rewritten as
La8YCa(GeO4)5.5(GeO5)0.5O2 and La8Y2(GeO4)5(GeO5)O2,
respectively, which thus yield relative ratios for oxygen sites
associated with (GeO5) units to (GeO4) units equal to 1:9 and
1:5 respectively, for these systems. From the two predominant
17O MAS NMR resonances in Figure 2a, b ratios of the
chemical shift d at around 280 ppm to the d at around
170 ppm of around 1:9 and 1:4 are measured, which are in
good agreement with these new descriptions.

In both the La8YCaGe6O26.5 and La8Y2Ge6O27 samples,
the third weak downfield resonance at a d around 370 ppm is
attributed to the channel oxide-ion site, which is not observed
at all for La7.5Ca2.5Ge6O25.75. This assignment is strongly
correlated with the much longer metal (La)�O bond lengths
characterizing the channel oxide ions[17] and a larger down-
field shift is expected. The observed absence of this resonance
for the La7.5Ca2.5Ge6O25.75 sample is most likely related to the
poor oxide-ion conductivity of this latter phase meaning that
equilibration in the 17O exchange process was incomplete.

To analyze further the 17O MAS NMR assignments, DFT
calculations were performed to predict the 17O chemical shifts

Figure 1. a) La8Y2Ge6O27 apatite framework showing GeO4 tetrahedra,
La/Y ions and two oxide-ion interstitials. b,c) Local structure and Ge�
O distances of GeO4 unit and an O5 interstitial forming a GeO5 unit
from DFT calculations: La (gray), Y (cyan), O1-3 tetrahedral (red),
O4 channel (green), and O5 interstitial (dark blue).

Figure 2. 17O MAS NMR data at 54.22 MHz and assignments for
a) La7.5Ca2.5Ge6O25.75, b) La8Y2CaGe6O26.5, and c) La8Y2Ge6O27. The aster-
isks denote the positions of spinning sidebands.
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expected for the La8Y2Ge6O27 system. The calculated total
17O solid-state NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 3, which is
created from a summation of the 27 individual 17O chemical
shifts from the oxide-ion positions comprising the unit cell.
These calculations clearly corroborate the position of the
channel (downfield) and bulk GeO4 framework species

(upfield). More importantly, the calculations are also sensitive
enough to predict the small shift separation between the
GeO5 units (interstitial induced) and framework GeO4

tetrahedra. Relative to a fixed internal standard aligning the
calculated and experimental 17O MAS NMR spectra, the
agreement between the calculated and experimental apparent
shift positions (d) is within � 50 ppm.

With the experimental confirmation of the interstitial
oxide-ion site being associated with the Ge at ambient
temperature leading to five coordinate Ge, the modeling
work was then extended to molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations to probe the mechanism of oxide-ion diffusion
at the atomic scale and elevated temperatures, which is
difficult to extract from experiment alone.

The results from the MD study of La8Y2Ge6O27 over long
simulation time scales suggest a range of conduction path-
ways, with evidence for conduction along the c direction, as
well as perpendicular to the channels (Figure 4), the latter
allowing interstitial oxide ions to pass between channels. The
diffuse distribution and overlapping of different oxygen
positions shown in Figure 4 indicates that numerous oxide
ions are moving between lattice and interstitial sites. The plots
of mean square displacements (see Figure S3 in the Support-
ing Information) also indicate that all oxide ions are mobile.

Detailed analysis of the simulated trajectories suggests a
novel substitution-mediated mechanism for oxide-ion diffu-
sion between channels. Figure 5 shows simulation snapshots
of two adjacent Ge/O units with corresponding changes in
local Ge�O separations listed in Table 1. The mechanism is
reminiscent of SN2 (nucleophilic substitution) reactions which
are common in organic chemistry. In this case, an oxide
interstitial “attacks” the Ge forming a bond with it and
leading to another oxide ion “departing” the same Ge unit

Figure 3. Simulated 17O NMR spectrum for La8Y2Ge6O27 from DFT
calculations. The scaling of the 17O chemical shifts was undertaken at
both the low-field (channel oxygen) and high-field (framework GeO4)
ends to facilitate comparison with the measured data (Figure 2). The
calculations predict the small shift separation between the GeO5 units
(interstitial induced) and framework GeO4 tetrahedra.

Figure 4. Oxygen diffusion in the ab plane of La8Y2Ge6O27 from MD
simulations. a) Ion trajectories showing the conduction pathway (ar-
row) and oxygen Frenkel formation (green). b) Schematic representa-
tion of the corresponding structure highlighting the pathway between
channels: La (gray), Y (cyan), O tetrahedral (red), O channel (green),
O interstitial (blue), and dashed circles indicate the channel area.

Figure 5. Sequence of MD simulation snapshots indicating the pro-
posed interstitial conduction mechanism. a) Two adjacent Ge units
and oxide-ion interstitial O5 (blue). b) O5 interstitial “attacking” the
Ge of the Ge(B) tetrahedron in an intermediate state. c) O5 forming a
bond with Ge(B) leading to the “freeing” of another oxide ion O1.
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into an adjacent channel; this occurs through a concerted
substitution mechanism and can be termed “SN2-like” inter-
stitial conduction. Such processes will occur rapidly at
elevated temperatures, where oxide-ion conduction becomes
significant. So under these elevated temperature conditions,
the five-coordinate Ge may now become a transient inter-
mediate species for the conduction process. Evidence in
support of this process comes from recent Raman spectros-
copy studies of other oxygen-excess Ge-based apatites,[10] in
which a new band was observed and attributed to five-
coordinate Ge; the intensity of this band decreases on
increasing the temperature, related to freeing of the inter-
stitial oxide ion from the GeO5 unit.

Such a mechanism was only postulated in our earlier
work,[16] whereas the studies here have elucidated this process.
Furthermore, the 17O MAS NMR results provide the first
experimental evidence in support of substitution mechanisms,
involving the GeO4 tetrahedra. The NMR data show high
17O enrichment of only those oxide ions that are attached to
Ge, with low enrichment for the channel oxide-ion sites. A
non-uniform enrichment motif such as that observed exper-
imentally in Figure 2 (where there is higher enrichment of
oxygen sites connected to Ge, compared to the channel
oxygen sites) can only be explained by substitution processes
involving the GeO4 units.

It is possible that such transport mechanisms are occurring
in other ionic conductors containing tetrahedral moieties,
particularly if the systems accommodate interstitial oxide
ions, for example, melilite-type La1+xSr1�xGa3O7+x/2.

[22] A key
feature for such oxide-ion conduction is the intrinsic flexi-
bility and dynamical deformation of the tetrahedra in these
structures, as shown in recent MD studies of the melilite
system.[28]

In addition to ion conduction in the ab plane, the results
suggest that conduction in the c direction can occur through
pathways down the center of adjacent tetrahedra (see Fig-
ure S4 in the Supporting Information). Another interesting
point is that, contrary to earlier predictions, conduction in
these apatites is anisotropic involving a direct pathway of the
channel (O4) oxide ions along the c direction.[6] The results
here indicate no evidence for any significant conduction
through this route. Rather the main conduction pathway for
the O4 oxide ions is in the ab plane leading to the creation of
Frenkel-type defects, and subsequent conduction of the
interstitial oxide ions through the described mechanisms.
Such oxygen Frenkel creation is shown in Figure 4 in which
the channel oxygens migrate into interstitial positions.

The oxide-ion diffusion coefficient (D) can be derived
using the mean square displacements from MD data. The
oxide-ion conductivity was then estimated using the standard

Nernst–Einstein relation, s = DNq2/fTkB. As the Haven ratio
(f) is not known for the apatite structure, values for other fast-
ion conductors[29] have been used to generate an estimated
conductivity range of 0.8–1.3 � 10�2 Scm�1 at 1073 K. This is in
good agreement with the experimental conductivity (around
1.0 � 10�2 Scm�1) for La8Y2Ge6O27 (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information),[17] and hence provides further
evidence for the validity of the modeling approach.

In summary, combined 17O MAS NMR, molecular
dynamics, and DFT studies of apatite fast-ion conductors
show that the interstitial oxide ions lie within the bonding
sphere of Ge leading to five-coordinate Ge at ambient
temperature. At elevated temperatures, where oxide-ion
conduction becomes significant, the modeling work indicates
the importance of the GeO4 units in the conduction process,
which is supported experimentally by the ready
17O enrichment of the GeO4 tetrahedra. A novel “SN2-like”
interstitial mechanism is indicated, which allows oxide-ion
conduction to occur between channels in the ab plane despite
the lack of an apparent open pathway. We suggest that such
processes may occur in other interstitial oxide-ion conductors
comprised of tetrahedral units because of the ability of the
tetrahedral cation to increase its coordination sphere. These
results are therefore of great significance in the search for new
ionic conductors for solid oxide fuel cells and other clean
energy applications.

Experimental Section
Extended details can be found in the Supporting Information.

Experiments: Samples of La7.5Ca2.5Ge6O25.75, La8YCaGe6O26.5,
and La8Y2Ge6O27 were prepared using standard solid-state reactions
heated to 1100 8C. Phase purity was confirmed through X-ray powder
diffraction (Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu Ka1 radiation).
17O isotopic enrichment was achieved using 90% 17O-enriched
water, under hydrothermal conditions and subsequent dehydration
at 700 8C under Ar. Variable B0 field solid-state 17O magic angle
spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were acquired at five Larmor
frequencies in the range from 40.68 to 108.49 MHz. All data was
acquired using rotor synchronized MAS spin echo (q–t–2q–t)
experiments.

Computations: Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations used the
DLPOLY code[30] with shell-model ionic potentials, and were carried
out at higher temperatures than the NMR experiments, which
allowed for high-quality statistics from long simulation timescales.
DFT calculations used the VASP[31] code for the geometry optimi-
zations, and the GIPAW-based NMR-CASTEP[32] code for the
electric field gradient and isotropic shift calculations. VESTA[33] was
used for analysis of the results. The methods used here have been
applied successfully to fuel cell materials[16, 28, 34] and other related
oxides.[35]
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